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INTROOOCTION 
The study of liquids and the knowledge of an adequate description 
of liquid structure have not advanced as rapidly as it has in the case 
of solids and gases. In a perfect crystal, the atoms or molecules are 
held in equilibrium positions by strong intermolecular forces. There 
are vibrations about these positions, but the translational energy is 
negligible. The molecules of an ideal gas move independently of bach 
o~her and the intermolecular potential energy may be neglected. For 
each of these cases it is possible to derive a partition function from 
which the properties of the state can be readily derive-d. 
The liquid state presents quite a different problem. The inter-
molecular forces are sufficiently great to keep the molecules in the 
condensed phase, but considerable translational motion is allowed. 
However, the structure of the liquid may be treated as quasi-crystal-
line, where each atom is trapped, at least temporarily, in a small 
spherical cell. Within this cell the atom can move independently of 
its neighbors. On this basis the probability of a neighbor atom being 
found between the distances r and r + dr can be calculated. In this 
manner the radial density function can be derived, and the volume of 
the cell in which the center of a given atom is free to move can be 
determined. 
studies of the x-ray diffraction patterns obtained from liquid 
elements have revealed much information concerning the structure of 
the liquid state. They have led to a direct determination of the dis-
tribution of atoms around any given atom• This description of the 
structure of the liquid state may be correlated with and used to deter-
~ine the characteristic properties of the liquid. 
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It is the purpose of this paper to apply an analytical radial den-
(1) 
sity, or atomic distribution function as proposed by Wall to experi-
mentally determined distribution curves. The validity of the function 
is tested for the first time over a wide rang e of temperature for liquid 
mercury. The calculated curves are shown for comparison with those ob-
tained by Fourier analysis of x-ray diffraction photographs. From this 
information the latent heats of fusion and vaporization are calculated 
and compared with observed values. 
An attempt is made to correlate the free volume, within which the 
atom center is free to move, with the free surface energy of the liquid. 
The liquid is trea ted a s a continuous medium permeated with microscopic 
cavities or holes of variable size. These holes, having a radius equal 
to that of the fre e volume, are not considered as a separate phase. 
Therefore the energy associated with the creation of such a hole should 
not be the total surface tension. An appropriately modified surface 
tension, operative at the surface of the hole, does lead to a formula 
adequately representing the surface tension over a wide range of temp-
erature. 
(1) Wall, c. N., Phys. Rev.~' 1062 (19?8) 
REVIEW OF THS LITERATURE 
The structure of liquid sodium was investigated by Wall( 2 ) at 
temperatures of 100° and 400° c. The calculated distribution curve 
showed good a greement with the experimental curve for 100° c. It was 
].._ found that the radius of the free volume was proportional to T2 where 
-;-
T is the absolute temperature. On the basis of these two temperatures 
it was ~ssumed that the variation was the same over the entire range. 
The latent heats of fusion and vaporization as calculated from the free 
volume were in accordance 'ltith observed values. 
This investigation was r epea ted by Coulson and Rushbrooke (') using 
the same experimental data(4) Wall used. They assumed that each atom 
could vibrate independently in a spherically symmetrical potential 
field, and derived a more general distribution curve. For comparison 
with this curve they recalculated the Wall distribution curve. However, 
their results did not differ greatly from those obtained by Wall. 
The atomic distribution function for liquid potassium was investi-
gated by Gingrich and Wall(5) again using the Wall theory. The curves 
for 70° C and '95° C were calculated. It was found that the free 
volume varied with temperature in the same manner as for sodium. 
There have been many investigations made on the atomic distribu-





Coulson, c. A. and G. s. Rushbrooke, phys. Rev. 2i• 1216 (19,9) 
Tremble, F. H. and N. s. Gingrich, Phys. Rev. 22• 278 (19,8) 
Gingrich, N. s. and c. N. Wall, Phys. Rev.~' '~ (19,9) 
Rushbrooke, G. s., Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh 60, Pt. 2, No. 15, 
182 (19,9); Wall, c. N., Phys. Rev. 67,285 ~5); Lund, L. H., 
J. Chem. Phys. ]2, ;17 (1945); Kerr, R. H. and L· H. Lund, J. Cham. 
Phys. 19, 50 ( 1951) 
use of Wall's model in which a process of fitting is required. 
In recent years a theory of the liquid state has been developed 
in which the liquid is assumed to be a continuum permeated with holes. 
Furth(7) developed a hole model in which the holes were of molecular 
size and contained saturated vapor at the temperature of the liquid. 
A normal surface tension was attributed to the surface between the 
liquid and vapor phase. The holes were assumed to exhibit an irregu-
lar motion and to increase in size and frequency as the temperature 
increased. This theory gave only a very rough approximation to the 
actual behavior of the liquid. 
Further study was made on the hole theory of liquids in which an 
attempt was made to calculate the radii, volumes, and number of holes 
contained in a mole of liquid( 8). The size of the holes was found to 
approximate t wo atomic diameters and the number of holes was about the 
same as the number of molecules. The internal pressure of several 
elements was calculated, but the results showed wide descrepancy. Cal-
culations of latent heats of fusion and vaporization did not agree with 
the observed values. The hole theory of liquids as developed by Furth 
was on a classica l basis. More recently a development was made by 
quantum methods(9). The Schrodinger equation wa s used to deter mine the 
energy levels of the holes. Discrete energy levels arise as a result 




FUrth, R., Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. )7, 252 (1941) 
FUrth, R. and L. s. Ornstein and J-;-M. ':1 . Nilatz, K. Ak.ad. Amsterdam 
Proc. 42.2, pp. 107-117 (19)9) 
Auluck, F. c. a nd D. s. Kothari, Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc. 41, 180 
(1945) 
DISCUSSION 
The atomic distribution function(lO) of a simple liquid, 
41T r.._f'{r) dr, gives the average number of atoms to be found in a 
spherical shell of radius r and thickness dr having its center on 
any arbitrary atom in the liquid. The value of this function is zero 
for distances from the given atom less than the atomic diameter. 
Several atomic centers are found at a distance approximating the dia-
meter of the atoms. For slightly greater distances, the number of 
atoms in each shell decreases. At a distance of about twice the atom-
ic diameter, there occurs another maximum. Thus the distribution 
function shows a series of maxima and minima in the vicinity of any 
arbitrary central atom. As t h e distance approaches severa l atomic 
diameters, the density of the atoms becomes just the value given by 
the volume of the shell and the number of atoms per unit volume.(ll) 
It is possible to obtai n important information concerning the 
liquid structure from the atomic distribution function if the potential 
energy of the liquid is known. A simple model of the liquid state has 
been proposed by Wall(l2 ) in which the potential energy is assumed to 
have a minimum va lue for a certain set of atomic configurations. It 
is further assumed that the potentia l energy is infinite for a ll other 
confi~rations of the atoms or molecules. Each atom is assumed to be 
trapped (at lea st t emporarily) by its i~nediate neighbors in a small 
s pherical cell . Within this cell the cente r of the mol e cule i s free 
to move without altering the potentia l energy of the entire assembly. 
(10) zernike , F . and J . A· Prins, Zeits. f. Phys., 41, 187 (1927) 
(11) Hildebra nd , J. H., Sc ience 80, 1~5 (1Y}4) (12) Wa ll, c. N., op. c il .. . P• 2-
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At t.1e boundarie s 0f' the cel l , the potential energy is assu!Aed t o be 
inf'inite. The volume of this spherical cell is defined as the free 
volu~e f'o: the molecule. 
Using this discontinuous "box-type" potentia l function, Wall has 
developed an analytical expression for the distribution function given 
by(l;>) 
where the value of r is restricted to the interval defined by 
r;-z r:r~ r§ Y,+ 1:.\1 and ~1TrP,(1")=0 for all other v a lues of r. 
In the e xpression above , the symbols have the following meaning: 
-6-
N1 is the averag e number of nearest neighbors surrounding any atom 
in the liquid. 
rl is the dista nce from the g iven centra l atom to the first maxi-
mum in the distribution curve. 
r, (r) is the density of the atoms whose centers lie on the first 
coordination sphere of radius r1• 
<r is the r a dius of the spherica l cell of free volume within which 
the centra l atom ia trapped by the i mme diate neighbors. 
In order to extend the range of the distribution curve, it is 
necessary to conside r density c ontributions from c oordination spheres 
of orde r higher t han the first . If f,· is the density of atoms on the 
ith coordinati~n sphere and Ni is t he number of' atoms whose centers lie 
(13) Ibid. 
-7-
on the sphere, the distribution function is given by< 14) 
41T r2.~(r) = 2 4-1Tr 2-f} /r) 
,. 
Here (j (r) is defined by equations of' the form given in Eq. l with Nl 
and r 1 replaced by Ni and ri• However, the parameters Ni and ri are 
unknown functions of' N1 and r 1 and the entire curve cannot be determined 
analytically at this time. 
The parameters of' Eq. 1 can be determined by making use of the 
x-ray diffraction data from liquids. This function has not yet, as f'ar 
as the author is aware, been applied over a wide temperature range. How-
ever, experimental distribution curves are now available f'or a liquid 
over a wide range of' temperature, since the experimental distribution 
curves f'or liquid mercury have been obtained by Campbell and Hildebrand(l5 
f'or temperatures ranging from -~8° 0 to 200° C; and these curves appear 
to be admirably suited, through their wide temperature range, f'or a 
thorough test of the Wall model. 
For this purpose it is more convenient to use the expression 
41TrF,(r) rather than 11TI'~r; {1) • 1-faking this change and writing 
y for + 1f r A (r) , the expression in Eq. 1 becomes 
s ( r. - r-) 1. ~ _ I 11 - ,.., + I ,..., - t-/ 3 7 
+ L 2_(T CJOc;:r-3 _) 
"VIhere Yl is the value of' y when r = r 1 and it has the value 
3 No 
su-r. • 
From the experimental data the values of y are plotted as a func-
tion of r for each temperature under consideration. The values of' r 1 
(14) Ibid. 
(15) Campbell, J. A· and J. H. Hildebrand, J. Chem. Phys.l!., ~~0 (194)) 
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and y 1 are determined directly from these curves. The ae~ption is made 
that contributions from coordination shells of order higher than the first 
will be negligible in the range of r < r 1 • Hence, the Wall distribution 
function may be presumed approximately valid for r ~ r 1 • 
By substituting corresponding values of y and r into Eq. ), the value 
of CT may be found by a method of iteration. 'rhis is done for several val-
ues of r < r 1 , and the average value of fT" is found. The above procedure is 
repeated for each temperature and the results are shown in 'rable 1. 
~he approximate temperature dependence of a-is determined from the 
calculated average values. The best fit is obtained by using the relation 
where T is the absolute temperature and !J"" is obtained in angstroms. The 
variation of ~with temperature by Eq. 4 is shown in Fig. 1 along with 
values of ~from Table 1. It seems then, that ~cannot be represented 
J.. 
as proportional to T2 as found for the cases of Na and K. 
In order to make a comparison with the experimental data, the ave-
rage values of 'rare used to calculate values of the function 1-1/ r~lr) 
for each temperature. The results of this comparison are shown in Fig. 
2, where the theoretical curves are shown dotted. The calculated curves 
compare favorably with those obtained experimentally. However, at the 
lower temperatures the calculated curves have a different elope. It is 
difficult to say whether or not this difference should be attributed to 
the failure of' the simple model to g ive a true picture of the liquid. 
-9-
Table 1 
Calculated values o:f the :free volume radius of liquid mercury 
r in A Sigma in A 
t 0 c -58 0 50 100 150 200 
2.45 0.54 0.)7 0.)7 0.42 u.42 0.48 
2.50 0.)5 0.57 o.;x> 0.42 0.42 0.46 
2-55 o.;xs 0.)6 o.54 o.42 0.41 0.44 
2.60 0.)5 o.)4 0.)) 0.41 o.4o o.43 
2.65 0.54 0.53 0.52 o.41 o.4o 0.42 
2.70 o.)) 0.)1 0.)2 o.4o o.4o o.43 
2.75 0.)1 0.29 0.)2 o.4o o.4o o.45 
2.80 0.28 0.26 0.51 0.40 0.41 0.47 
2.85 0.25 0.24 0.)0 0.)8 0.)9 o.46 
2.90 0.22 0.21 0.)1 o.)4 o.)4 o.44 
2.95 0.17 0.21 o.41 0.)6 
Av e . rr = o.)o 0.)0 o. o. 5 
-VARIATION OF fT WITH TEMPERATURE 
.s~ 
.48 
.32 Cakulcx'tcd by Eq. 3 o o o o o o 
,, ,. ,, 4 
.24~--------~----------~----------~----------~ 
200 300 400 500 
T (Deq. Kelvin) 
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One may conjecture that at higher temperatures the Wall model, which 
visualizes the atoms moving independently in their cells, may be more 
nearly correct, since at high temperatures the li~id might have a 
more gae-like behavior, i.e., negligible correlation in the inter-
molecular motion. In the case of liquid potasaium(l6 ) it was noted 
0 
that the curve for 70 0 fit the· experimental data better than the one 
f'or .:595 ° 0. 
Now the free Yolume per molecule can be determined from the ex-
4 ., 3 1.8, pression for 11 in Eq. as v = 3 '7T o- = I, T where b ie determined as 
-30 
;.81 x 10 in ega units. T'hia free volume can be used to calculate 
certain thermodynamic properties of liquid mercury. T'he approximate 
free energy of a simple li~id is given by the ezpresaion(l7) 
F= -N.A T ~ .J(T} +k v) -1- ~ 
where J(T) is the ordinary partition function of the molecules, v is 
the free volume per molecule, and ~ is the minimum potential energy of 
the assembly. The other symbols have their usual meaning. For a aim-
ple monatomic liquid J(T) may be assumed to take ita classical value 
pa-rr~"L.--Ig T }~where m is the mass per molecule and the other symbols have 
their usual significance. 
0 
The entropy of liquid mercury at the melting point, -38.87 o. can 
(16) Gingrich, N. s. and c. N. Wall op. cit. P• 3 
(17) Guggenheim, E. A., Proc. Roy. Soc. Al35, 181 (1932) 
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-1)-
be calculated ~rom Eq. 5, since 
5 /(3 'F) _ 1J [- ( 2 TT~~T)-k 1J I 8(. .-l Lit-= - (~ 1r - N~ k 11.£ +-...-tNt b T · + 3. 3l:_} 
This calculation gives 17 cal./molc/degree ~or the entropy. According 
to Kelley(lB) the entropy of solid mercury at the same temperature is 
14.5 cal./mole/degree. The entropy chang e at melting , 2.5 cal./mole/ 
degree, corresponds to a latent heat of fusion equa l to 2.45 kj/mole. 
This compares favorably with the experimental value(l9) 2.)) kj/mole. 
The approximate entropy of mercury vapor at the boiling point 
(556.9° C) ca n be calculated from the equation 
where V is taken as the volume o~ a mole of idea l ga s at the boiling 
point. This calculatio,, ~iv .,; s Sgaa equa l to 45 ·5 cal./mole/degree at 
atmospheric pressure a nd )56.9° c. From E q . 6 the entropy of the liq-
uid at thi s temperature is 2).6 ca l./mole/degree. The l a tent heat of 
vaporization as ca lculated ~rom t h e oe va lues is 57.6 kj/mole. The ex-
perimental va lue a s given in the Internat iona l Critical Tables< 20 ) is 
59.) kj/mole. 
Re~erring bac k to the Wall model and t o the sec ond a t om loca ted 
in a spherical cell of radius ~ and at a mea n distance r~ ~rom the 
first, we may imag ine a cavi ty crea ted in the li quid o~ a certa in volume 
in order that the second atom be located at its mea n dista nce rl ~rom 
the first. Due to the ~act tha t the atoms are i mpenetrable, a spherical 
region of r a dius at lea s t equal to v-+ R where R is the atomic radius 
(18 ) Kelley, K. K., Burea u of Hines Bullet in )50 (19)2) 
(19) Interna tional Critica l Tabl e s, vole 1 P• 102 
(20) Ibid. 
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must be made available to the second atom. However, only a part of t h e 
region may be consi dered empty and capable of occupation by the center 
of atom 2 and that is a spherical re gion of radius v-• Hence, we may 
visualize a cavity of radius r;r create d in the liquid for t h e center of 
atom 2. Then we may think of the liquid as a continuous medium perme-
ated with cavities which, at ordinary temperatures and pres s ures, do 
not have an opportunity to develop into hol6s of macroscopic size. 
The averag e size of these holes and their statistical dietribu-
tion over a wide rant>;e of sizes may be de termine d b y treating the holes 
as if they occured in a continuous medium of constant density. For aim-
plicity we assume the holes to be spherical in shape and to have a var-
iable radius a-. Now the formation of a hole in the liquid is accompa-
nied by the expenditure of a certain energy E, depending upon the size 
and shape of t h e hole. Then we may write the number of holes with 
radii betwee n r::r and ~r Ju- from classical statistics as 
E(v-) 
cltt = N e-u- o< (o-J cl r:r Eq.B 
where N is t -oe total number of holes, and wh ere it is not possible to 
define c<(u-)uniquely, since the a priori pr obability to be as s ociate d 
with a particular value of a-cannot be ascertained. 
Now at t he present, t h ere does not appear t o be d way to estimate 
t he averar,e energy associated wi th t he fo r mati on of such embry onic 
holes. If the holes \'J ere of macroscopic size , i.e. large enough to 
hold suf':f' icient at oms tha t t >. e { c ould be considere d to have t h e prop-
erties of a dist i nct ph a s e , the avera · ~e ener&Y could be written as 
-t"/Trr-....'(' , where t" is t il e surfa ce t ension. Here, on such a amall free 
-15-
surface as we are contemplating, the full value of the surface tension 
would scarcely b& operative. As an approximation, however, we may sup-
pose t he actual surface tension to be a certain factor, (3 , times the 
value associated with macroscopic surfaces. The validity of such an 
assumption can only be ascertained by t h e adequacy with which the pbys-
ical facts can be predicted. The ensuing results indicate the assump-
tion to be entirely tenable. 
Since u-appears in the expression for energy as a quadratic fac-
tor, t h e theorem of equipartition of energy can be applied to obtain 
t he average energy associated with a hole. This gives for the average 
energy 
- - ~T - LAT J..o E;70-o E/ £ :: .. £ «frr) e o'rn o o< ((]"") e ~ d cr 
If we assume, for simplicity, that q{rr)is a constant, Eq . 9 can be 
solved for the average ener gy as 
where p is the factor by which the surface tensi on must be modified 
to apply in the case of these very small surfaces. It should be not-
ed that this is the average e nergy of a hole averaged over all p oesi-
~le radii, and it is not an average energy associated with a tra nsla-
tional de gree of free dom. 
Now the tr obtained previously as a f unction of T, since for a 
particular temperature it represents only the average radius of the 
free volume, may be su bstituted into Eq . 10 and the resulting expres-
sion for surface tension is 
Y= 
-16 -
The constant term ~ can be evaluated approxima tely by substituting obaerv-
ed values of surface tension a t the absolute t empera ture T into Eq. 11. 
This was done for eigh t observed values of surface tenaion( 2 l) and t he re-
sults of these ca lculations are s h own in Table 2. It s h ould be note d 
that the quantity ~/ bas a v e ry nearly constant v a lue. The averag e was 
found to be 3.21 and the final expression for surface tension is 
1880 
where T is in degrees Kelvin and b" is expres sed as dynes per centimet er. 
The values of surfa ce tension calculated fr om Eq. 12 are s h own plotted 
versus tempera ture in Fig. 3 along with experimental values for compari-
son. The experimental v a lues are predicted very well by this function. 
The consistent v a lues of ~ seem to indicate the va lidity of the aseump-
tiona made. However, it should be noted that the expression for surfa ce 
tension obtained here is not valid in t h e vicinity of the critical temp-
erature for liquid mercury, since the notion of definite trapping of atoms 
in spherical cells would be highly unlikely at elevated temperatures. 
Nor would we expect t he Wall distribution functions to a gree particular-
ly we ll wi t h t he experimental c u rves a t t hese e levated tempera tur es. 
How·e ve r, t hey a r e a dequate i n t he range of tempera tures c on s ide r e d here. 
(S'ee Fig. 2.) 
( 21) Harknes s, 1.1/ . D. a nd w. w. EWing, Am · Cham . Soc. Jour. 42, 2539 (1920) 
Hognees, T . R ., Am . Cham . Soc. Jour . 43 , 16 21 ( 1921) 
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Tabla 2 
Values of surface tension factor 1 / (3 
t 0 0 Obs. surface tension '/(3 dynes/em. 
• 0 480 • .; ,;.15 
• ;o 474.2 ;.20 
• 40 471.; ;.20 
• 60 467.1 ;.21 
155· 441.0 ;.22 
195 4;4.0 ).24 
200 4;6.0 ;.27 
;54 ;94.0 ;.16 
Ave. ,;.21 
• Values of surface tension obtained by Harkness and Ewing, ref. (21) . 
Other values obtained by Rogness~ ref. (21). 
--
SURFACE TENSION CALCULATED 
FROM FRE:E VOLUME 
0000 
+ ++ + 
Hqr-kness cxnol Ewing • Ref . 121 
Ho9 nes s > Re-t. 2 I 
From ECf· I Z 
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CONCLUSIONS 
'!"he experimenta l distribution curves for liquid mercury have been 
used to test the theoretical distribution function proposed by Wall over 
a wide ranga of' temperature. The calculated curves appear to fit better at 
the higher temperatures. This could possibly mean that the crude model 
used here gives a nearly correct picture of the structure at high temper-
aturee. However, near the melting point the intermolecular forces become 
greater and the model, since it ignores correla tion between neighboring 
cells at all temperatures, is not flexible enough to account for this. 
The free volume for liquid mercury was found to increase with temper-
ature as should be expected, and its functional relationship was estab-
liahed. However, t he variation of' free volume with temperature for liq-
uid mercury does not agree with the results obtained for sodium( 22 ) and 
(~?) 
potassium But in each caee the reeults are based upon only two temp-
eratures, while here a wide range of' temperature was used. 
The usefulness of' the expression for free volume was illustrated by 
applying it in the calculation of the surface tension of liquid mercury at 
di.:fferent temperatures. The close a greement of E·q. 12 with the experiment-
al data for liquid mercury (See Fig . ?) indicates the gene ral validity of 
attributing t he Wall free volume to be essentially a micro-hole with a mod-
ified surface tens ion operative at t he surface. This method can be applied 
to other li quids for which experimental distribution curves are available 
for several temperatures. 
(22) Wall, c. N., op. cit. P• 2 
(2?) Gingrich, N. s. and o. N. 'rlall, op. cit. P• ? 
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SUMMARY 
~he free volume per molecule was determined for liquid mercury by 
means of the Wall atomic distribution function. ~he temperature depend-
ence of o-, the radius of the free volume, was found to be given approx-
imately by the relation rr=o.oo '17 Ta.'; The distribution curves calculat-
0 
ed for the temperatures -38, 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 0 were plotted 
for comparison with the experimental curves. 
Using the above relation for or, the entropy of' liquid mercury at 
the melting point was found to be 17 cal./mole/deg. The heat of fusion 
was calculated as 586 cal./mole which is equivalent to 2.45 kj/mole. 
This is to be compared with the observed value of 2.33 kj/mole. The en-
tropy of the liquid at the boiling point was determined as 23.6 cal./ 
mole/deg. and the approximate entropy of the vapor at this temperature 
was found to be 45·5 cal./mole/deg. The corresponding latent heat of 
vaporization was 57.6 kj/mole. This is to be compared with the observ-
ed value of 59·3 kj/mole. 
By treating the free volume as holes in a continuous medium, the 
approximate surface tension of' liquid mercury was calculated. It was 
found that to a good approximation the surface tension was given by 
18~0 d r= ~· where T' is t he absolute temperature and y- is obtained in ynes 
per centimeter. The validity of' t h is expre ssion is limited to t he temp-
erature range considered here. Near t he critical temperature. the asaump-
tiona made in developing t he Wall model and in deriving t he expression 
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